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Today in luxury:

Kering's shopping list should include these brands

To continue to create shareholder value, the French luxury group may need to make at least one major acquisition,
according to Business of Fashion.

Click here to read the entire article on Business of Fashion

Net-A-Porter rethinks content and video, shrinks Porter magazine

Net-A-Porter is looking to appeal to customers' eyes and ears with a bigger focus on video, podcasts and digital
content, as it reduces the frequency of its  print title Porter to twice a year, WWD has learned.

Click here to read the entire article on Women's Wear Daily

Inside the more-is -more world of selling luxury yachts

The 2008 financial crisis ravaged luxury-goods companies making everything from $3,000 shoes to multimillion-
dollar cars. Things were no different for Italian superyacht maker Ferretti Group, which builds boats that can cost
tens of millions of dollars. Revenue and profit plunged while a heavy debt load taken on to fund a series of
acquisitions pushed the company to the brink of bankruptcy, reports the Wall Street Journal.

Click here to read the entire article on the Wall Street Journal

Marriott hasn't paid the price for its massive data breach

Marriott's  massive data hack was certainly bad news for its reputation, as well as its customers. But it barely made a
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dent in its bottom line, says CNN.

Click here to read the entire article on CNN
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